Welcome…
You are now a team of adventurers. Your task is to journey to Japan
and explore four zones in search of answer to questions, solutions to
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riddles and a hunt for treasure.

Hi!
I’m your tour guide, Indie “Finder ” Jones.
If you need to contact me please use text messaging or WhatsApp
(I NEVER answer my phone whilst travelling) at

+447714330070
Also, everyone loves a postcard and I’m no exception. Please use this
QR code to send me a ”selfie” so I can see where you are, how you
have dressed for todays expedition and what you’re up to!
Just open the camera app on your phone and hold it over the square
box to open up an instant link to me. This may prove helpful later if
you need to contact me quickly!

Japan
We find ourselves in Japan. There are four zones for you to explore today: City, Mountain, Jungle
and Island. You may journey to any of these zones in any order. Each zone contains seven tasks.
You may work as a team to “solve” any of the tasks or you can split up if you think going it alone is a
better solution. This is NOT a race against time. We will all, collectively, meet back here at the time
indicated by your tour guide, Indie “Finder” Jones.
It is recommended you work as a team to crack each zone before moving on.
You may use whatever chosen method of communication suits your team: WhatsApp,
Messenger, text, video conferencing, TC… shouting?
When you rejoin the main party at the end of your tour of Japan
your team captains will need take your party through “border
control” where your answers will be checked! This is when
we discover which team knows the most and
announce a winner.

When you join each zone you will be asked to choose one of seven challenges. Each challenge is different and includes
the goal along with suggestions of how to be successful. At the top of each challenge you will see the map, your zone
location, the challenge number (lanterns) and an answer arrow. The answer arrow will point toward white circles which
indicate how many letters or numbers make up the correct answer. The red circle indicates part of a code that will be
used by the Captain during the final stage: Border Control.

The more red circles successfully completed…

Challenge number

The greater your team chances of winning!
Map and Zone title

Challenge goal

Answer
Note: If the answer was CAT the
red circle indicates the letter you
need is located in the red circle: T

Your map to success

To help you win today please print this page if possible and make a
note of the answers as you journey across Japan. It is vital you keep a
record of the red circle

solutions so you can assist your team

when they go through “Border Control.”
Time to rejoin the Group

Visa number to enter

Team Name

Zone 1: City

Zone 2: Mountain

Zone 3: Island

Zone 4: Jungle
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Answer 7/7
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Answer 7/7

Answer 7/7

Team mates

1

Emergency WhatsApp number

2
+447714330070

3
Web portal

4

www.the-mousetrip.co.uk

5

One more thing!
Not all tasks reward equally!
It is a competition. There will be a winner.
Few things to help you win today include:
1) Keep your team name a secret from other teams (to eliminate any possible cheating!)
2) All the tasks score five points for a correct answer… with the exception of tasks where
you will see the “Golden Monkey”. These tasks will score higher points that are
based on the quality, style and effort taken in comparison with other competing teams.
The more elaborate your answer the higher the points awarded. Points will NOT be
awarded for any golden monkey answer submitted after the rejoining time. Be aware
that what you submit may be shared post-event with all the players of todays tour.
3) Don’t be late in meeting back. When the time runs out all four zones will close.
4) Have fun! Keep track of your answers. May the best team win.

Good Luck!

